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Abstract
Despite the popularity of the ``learning'' curve, it should be called the ``forecasting'' curve. Given an
industrial process, the traditional learning curve forecasts how costs are expected to decline (or other
performance measures improve) in the future. Forecasting is certainly very useful. Nevertheless, the
previous literature is notably mute on how the improvement or learning occurs. Without that
information about how the process operates, the traditional learning curve cannot improve the rate of
learning. This paper transforms the curve so that it not merely forecasts but rather actively creates the
learning and knowledge. By extending work of the authors (Zangwill and Kantor, 1998), this paper
constructs a new theoretical framework for learning and making improvements based upon learning
cycles. This approach allows what is learned in one period to be intelligently applied to the next,
improving the rate of learning right as production is occurring. Previous approaches could not do this.
Because it should quickly increase the rate of learning, this approach might have important industrial
applications. 7 2000 IFORS. Published by Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Learning curve; Progress curve; Experience curve; Continuous improvement; Forecasting; Learning;
Improvement; Learning cycle; Lotka; Volterra; Cost reduction; Learning speed; Productivity improvement

1. Background
What has the learning curve traditionally done? Has it actually helped increase the rate
of learning? For instance, say a ®rm manufactures a product. Each time the item is made,
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the employees presumably discover how to make it better and less expensively. What the
learning curve does is to forecast the expected amount of learning (cost reduction) that
should take place. For instance, the learning curve (also called experience curve, progress
curve) will predict that when the plant makes the 100th of an item, or the 1000th or
10,000th, what its cost should be. Indeed, since its discovery over half a century ago
(Wright, 1936), the learning curve has been widely employed to forecast cost and other
performance measures1.
1.1. Forecasting is not learning
However, forecasting is a far cry from learning. In fact, a more accurate name for the
traditional curve would be the ``forecasting'' curve. The learning curve should help a ®rm not
just to forecast costs but to more rapidly cut costs (or more rapidly improve other important
performance measures). Companies that learn faster are more likely to be successful. In this
paper, we want to transform what up to now has primarily been a ``forecasting'' curve into an
authentic learning curve. We want the curve to identify what speci®c techniques and actions
produce improvement, and to do this quickly right in the midst of production. That allows
management to apply these successful techniques immediately. Then the learning curve will
genuinely increase the rate of learning, and will live up to its name.
To provide the background for this, let us ®rst explore how the learning curve is able to
forecast. Once that is done, it will be clearer how to make the learning curve help improve and
accelerate learning.
1.2. Why the learning curve forecasts
What makes forecasts possible was the discovery that the cost reduction (learning) did not
occur in a random, haphazard way. On the contrary, it occurred so regularly that the expected
cost reduction could be described by a simple curve, the power law. (The power law is quite
common, although there are other forms such as the exponential, ®nite and a general
formulation, as discussed in Zangwill and Kantor (1998)). In particular, the amount of cost
reduction was seen to depend upon the cumulative output, q. Explicitly, let C(q ) be the
expected cost (or other metric) of making the qth item in a series and C(1) be the cost of
producing the ®rst one. Then for p, the parameter of learning, the classical power law becomes
C q   C 1 q ÿp

1:1

In many circumstances, time (t ) is substituted for the quantity producred (q ).
Given a particular operation in a company, the parameter p typically holds for a class of

1
The learning curve can be employed for almost any performance measure such as cycle-time, defects, customer
satisfaction, software bugs and so on (Zangwill and Kantor, 1998)
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items, say aircraft engines, and is empirically determined. In this way, it then becomes possible
to forecast ahead of time what the costs should be. The learning curve was born.

1.3. Problems
Yet, a variety of problems exist with the learning curve. The overriding one, as mentioned, is
that the learning curve does not improve learning. In Eq. (1.1), the learning parameter p is
®xed. If the learning curve were actually to enhance learning, then p would increase as more
items were made, re¯ecting the faster learning rate. No longer would the learning curve
passively forecast, as it does now, but it would actively accelerate the learning as production is
occurring.
To resolve this most basic problem, however, we ®rst require understanding of some other
problems with the learning curve, because the problems are interconnected and all require
resolution.

2. Problem two: empirical basis
On the heels of the basic problem is a second problem, namely, that the learning curve is
empirical. We have already noted that the parameter p was obtained empirically. But, even
more fundamentally, the learning curve itself is a totally empirical observation.
With its complete basis empirical, there is no underlying theory and no real understanding of
how it operates. And without that knowledge and theory it is very dicult to improve the rate
of learning. Mishina (1987) underlines this point by noting:
``Once one starts questioning what is going on, however, he or she is likely to encounter
more and more questions. This is mainly due to the fact that the concept of the learning
curve has been established as a strictly empirical phenomena. Although the learning curve
literature has accumulated signi®cant amount of evidence, little has been done as to the
explanation of the phenomena. As a natural result, we are left with numerous confusing
arguments and irreconcilable recommendations.''
This paper provides a theoretical construct designed to help explain the learning curve better,
pinpoint the improvements, and eliminate many of the issues Mishina observed.

3. Problem three: after the fact observation
Part and parcel with the empirical issue is a third problem, speci®cally, that previous
analyses were longitudinal and focused on the curve's behavior over a long time. Of course,
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this macro entire curve type of analysis did produce some interesting results.2 Nevertheless, and
this is the point here, detecting these results required examination of the curve over an
extended period, perhaps years. By the time any conclusions could be drawn, it was too late,
the production was over. To improve a production process speci®c actions must be taken, say
a machine adjusted or software program changed, as production occurs. The traditional macro
analysis, however, does not detect these individual actions, because it looks longitudinally and
not at individual events.
Identifying what happens in the micro realm, the approach of this paper, requires
investigation on an incident-by-incident basis. This is done, as will be discussed later, by use of
``learning cycles''. This approach considers individual improvement eorts (the learning cycles)
as mini-experiments, and are generally done quickly, in one or two periods. The experiment's
outcome exposes which improvement techniques are eective and which are not. The most
successful techniques then can be applied immediately, thereby improving the overall learning
rate at once. Traditional approaches, being after the fact, cannot accomplish this.
4. Problem four: statistical jumble
What is worse, with the traditional approach it is virtually impossible to determine the eect
of any speci®c advancement or improvement. This is another problem with the traditional
approach and is quite serious. Suppose management wants to determine whether the strategies
it uses in a period really help to reduce the cost (see Zangwill and Kantor, 1998). The
``obvious'' way to determine this information is to subtract the total cost of making the item at
the end of the period from the total cost at the end of the previous period. Using t for time,
the amount of improvement is thus
DC t  C t ÿ C t ÿ 1 

4:1

2
For instance, Abernathy and Wayne (1974) noted that for the production of Ford's model T, during the period
from 1909 to 1923 the cost of making the model dropped from $5000 to less than $900. Similarly, studies identi®ed
the learning curve in almost every industry including motorcycles, chemical, paper, steel, electronic, knit production,
mechanical goods, and even productivity at an Israeli Kibbutz (Day and Montgomery, 1983; Dutton and Thomas,
1984).
More recently, the learning curve has been proven to be very important in high technology, where the production
process is often very complex and often not very stable. (Ghemawat, 1985; Terwiesch and Bohn, 1998). In this
regard the famous Moore's Law of computer technology predicts that the cost of computer capability will drop by a
factor of 2 in 18 months. Although this is not a power law directly, if a power law applies to the whole industry,
and the industry grows exponentially, such a result could be predicted (See Zangwill and Kantor, 1998).
Likewise, looking at the curve as a whole suggested that various factors might contribute to learning. Terwiesch
and Bohn (1998), Day and Montgomery (1983) and Uzumeri and Nembhad (1998) summarize a number of studies
which suggest that the learning depends on such factors as the training of labor, capital improvements, technology
advancements, organizational structure and so on. Adler and Clark (1991), for instance, examine engineering
changes and workforce training. A recent reserch path has examined issues such as forgetting due to delay or distributions in the production. (Argote et al., 1990; Argote, 1993, and see discussions in Eden et al., 1998; Li and Rajagopalan, 1998).
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Although calculating Eq. (4.1) appears straightforward, it is not. To demonstrate, suppose the
cost in a period is 100. Let the cost in the next period be 95. Using basic subtraction, the
resulting cost improvement is 5. That result, however, is generally not correct. Strange as it
seems, subtraction is wrong3.
The issue, as Bohn (1991) stresses, is that the usual cost data are extremely noisy. In reality,
the cost is not exactly 100, but is 100 with an error of (say) 210 (standard deviation of 10).
Similarly, let the cost in the next period be 95 with an error of 210. Suppose the common case
where the errors are independent and normally distributed. Then after subtraction and
considering the even distributions, the improvement is seen to be 5214.
Here, although the initial error was about 10% of its base value, after the subtraction to
calculate the improvement, the error has ballooned to 280% of the calculated dierence. The
real value of the improvement is almost anyone's guess.
This example is not an anomaly. An extremely large error will nearly always result even if
the data are reasonably correlated because the subtraction involves two large numbers that are
similar in value. Due to this inherent statistical problem, the traditional learning curve
approach is so inaccurate that, for any practical application, it fails and cannot determine what
the real improvement is.
4.1. Analysis of errors
To understand and overcome this problem, note that the total cost of producing an item is
actually the sum of the costs of numerous small activities, say a1 , . . . , an , each with its own
random variation. These small activities might be: entering sales data, billing, contacting
clients, training, telephoning, heat etc. Assuming n = 100 activities, cost can be written as
C t ÿ 1   a1  a2  a3      a100
Suppose during period t, management attempts to reduce the cost of some activities. Let bi
denote the cost of those particular activities at the end of the period. If management works on
two activities during the period, the cost of activity i = 1, 2 is cut from ai to bi : Since
management does not work on any of the other activities, their costs should be unchanged
except for random disturbances. Let those costs at the end of period t be designated
a3 , . . . , a100 : The total cost in period t is thus
C t  b1  b2  a3      a100
Calculating the improvement, DC, from Eq. (4.1),



DC t  C t ÿ C t ÿ 1   a1  a2  a3      a100  ÿ b1  b2  a3      a100

4:2

Using the approach of subtracting total costs in Eq. (4.2), the improvement calculated includes
the errors of two hundred cost estimates, which is why the error is so large. Some observers

3
Of course, the substraction itself is not incorrect. But it can be misapplied. A similar misapplication is the calculation of pro®ts by substracting costs from revenues without considering uncertainity.
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have suggested that the error might be reduced by taking a long series of observations. But
that does not help because it takes too much time to obtain the data, perhaps many periods.
Our goal is to quickly obtain information so that we can rapidly learn how to make better
improvements. To overcome some of these error diculties, we propose to measure the
amount of cost improvement by looking only at the activities targeted for improvement. In the
above example, since only two of the 100 activities were changed, we can calculate the
improvement using the equation
DC t  a1 ÿ b1   a2 ÿ b2 

4:3

Since this equation has the errors of only four terms to contend with, the error is substantially
reduced. The sizable random variation caused by the other 98 components is eliminated.
4.2. Example of obtaining data
But how can we obtain the data needed for Eq. (4.3)? To illustrate, suppose management
moves machine A next to machine B, eliminating the need to forklift the material from A to B,
which produces as cost saving per unit of $2. Consequently, the quantity a1 ÿ b1  $2:
As a second action during the period, suppose management revises the software on their
enterprise resource planning system. Suppose that reduces the scrap and defect rates, thereby
cutting from the cost of making the item by $6. Hence a2 ÿ b2  $6: Thus,
DC t  a1 ÿ b1  a2 ÿ b2  $8:

4:4

for a cost reduction of $8.
While this $8 value undoubtedly has some error, it is likely to be a small fraction of the
error produced by subtracting the total costs as in Eq. (4.1) or (4.2). This is because the errors
of only a very few terms accumulate in Eq. (4.3), but Eq. (4.2) bears the error of 200 terms
(assuming 100 small activities).
This approach of looking directly at the actions improved assumes that the improvements
made do not interact and that other parts of the process are not aected. In practice, these
assumptions should be checked, and when necessary some or all of the additional terms in Eq.
(4.2) might have to be included. In most situations, however, only a few of the terms in Eq.
(4.2) will be needed.
The traditional macro approach of looking at the learning curve over a long period of time
is clearly inadequate. The approach herein suggests a period-by-period perspective, and by
focusing on only the costs actually changed, is more likely to obtain the data to examine what
happened.
4.3. Learning cycle
The key to this paper's micro approach is that each period is considered an opportunity to
conduct a learning cycle (actually a learning experiment). In each period an action is taken, say
a change is made, machine is adjusted or software program altered. Then, at the end of the
period, the data are examined to determine if an improvement occurred. This comprises the
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learning cycle. By repeatedly doing learning cycles, we produce knowledge about which actions
work, which do not, and how to improve the process.
4.4. Dierence equation
But how do the results of the learning cycles get incorporated into the learning curve? We
will describe the learning curve using a dierence equation. The dierence indicates the change
in learning that occurs in a learning cycle. As will be provided mathematically below,
integrating the dierences (dierentials) then yields the entire learning curve.
The dierence equation permits the knowledge gained during the learning cycles to be
directly incorporated into the learning. If the learning cycle produced a sizable improvement,
the dierence will be large for that period. If there is no improvement, then the dierence will
be zero for that period.
This approach provides management the information to learn more rapidly. To illustrate,
during one learning cycle management might conduct a pilot project to train some workers. If
the training helps, then that training can be done with all relevant employees. For another
learning cycle, management might adjust the temperatures and pressures in certain equipment.
If that helps, the adjustment could be installed permanently and employed on other similar
machines. It is by conducting such learning cycles that the learning rate is improved. The
traditional learning curve model does not do this, but the approach of this paper does.
5. Problem ®ve: overestimation of improvements
Another issue with the traditional learning curve approach, as Lapre et al. (1998) discovered,
is that most attempts at improvement fail to produce improvement.4 Management often
assumes that virtually all improvement projects work successfully and make the process
operate more eectively. But, when closely examined, that turns out to be false. Most attempts
to make improvement do not succeed. That corresponds to what Zangwill (1999) has
determined, as well.
This suggests that many eorts at employee training, to make technical improvements or to
enhance processes do not, in fact, produce improvement. The traditional learning curve
approach does not have a way of validating if the improvement really worked, and so can lead
to diculties. This fact spotlights the importance of the learning cycle since its testing and
experiment type of orientation is more likely to distinguish what works from what does not.
5.1. Viewpoint
Overall, there are a number of reasons why the traditional approach to the learning curve

4

The numbers they obtained are dramtic. Only about 25% of the improvement projects helped. About 50% had
little aect, while 25% harmed performance. The study was done in a plant that was considered very well managed,
and had received awwards for that.
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does not enhance the rate of learning. The approach of this paper, because it considers
individual attempts to improve as learning cycles done period-by-period, provides a framework
that is directly focused on isolating the speci®c causes of learning and on increasing the tempo
of learning.

6. Mathematical development
We now provide the mathematical structure. (Although focused on a dierent context,
Zangwill and Kantor (1998) contains more details.)
Since learning can be associated with metrics (measures) other than cost, we employ a more
general metric that could also represent cycle-time, defects, performance inadequacies, ¯aws,
bugs, customer dissatisfaction and so on. In particular, after q items are produced, let N(q ) be
the amount of metric remaining to eliminate. Intuitively N(q ) represents non-value added work.
Next let E(q ) be the fraction of N(q ) eliminated in the period after q items are produced.
E(q ) measures ``management eectiveness'', or how eectively management is improving the
process.
6.1. Lotka±Volterra equations
The dierential equation relating E(q ) and N(q ) is of the Lotka±Volterra genre. More
precisely, in the 1920s Lotka and, separately, Volterra (see Murray, 1989) suggested an
equation describing populations of predators and prey. As a simple instance, wolves prey on
moose. Over a wide range of conditions, the rate of elimination of moose over time (ÿdS/dt )
will be proportional to:
(a) the number of moose S(t ), as the opportunities for each wolf are proportional to the
number of moose,
(b) the number of wolves W(t ), as the moose population will decline in proportion to how
many wolves are preying upon them.
This analysis led Lotka and Volterra to the multiplicative relationship:
dS
 ÿaW tS t:
dt
In the present context, the ``prey'' is the metric left to eliminate N(q ). The ``predator'' is the
management, or more precisely the eectiveness of management's eort to improve the process.
Also, E(q ) denotes the eectiveness of management.
Consequently, we may rewrite the Lotka and Volterra observations as follows. The rate of
improvement in the metric is proportional to
(i) the eectiveness of management, E(q ), and
(ii) the amount of metric left to eliminate, N(q ).
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6.2. The learning curve dierential equation
Assuming that low values of the metric are ``better'',
ÿdN
 rate of improvement in the metric
dq

6:1

Then from the Lotka±Volterra theory, for c, a coecient of proportionality:
dN
 ÿcE q N q 
dq

6:2

To measure improvement in any practical application, express Eq. (6.2) in ®nite dierences:
DN
 ÿcE q N q 
Dq

6:3

These forms, (6.2) and also (6.3), are the ``learning curve dierential (or ®nite dierence)
equation'' (LCDE).
Intuitively, the term DN=Dq represents how quickly learning is taking place at any particular
instant in time. It shows how much the metric improves, DN, over the interval when Dq items
are made. That term depends on two primary factors. One, E(q ), is the ``eort'' that
management is devoting. The eort term subsumes not just time and resources, but also
ingenuity and skill. The greater the ``eort'', the faster the learning. The second term N(q ), the
non-value added, depicts the waste, duplication, poor practices, defects, lack of training and so
on that is making the process less eective and ecient than it should be. Early in the
production cycle N(q ) is likely to be large since the non-value added work is likely to be large
and there is much to learn. After many improvements are made, N(q ) should become much
smaller.

7. Application
In applying the LCDE to actual operations, N(q ) should be known, since that is the value of
the metric, say cost, after q items are processed. Further, c would be set to the scale of the
data, so without loss of generality we can set c = 1. To apply the LCDE, thus, we need only
determine the rate at which the metric improves, DN=Dq, as that will provide the eectiveness
of management: E(q ).
Speci®cally,
ÿDN

E q  ÿ
DqN q 

7:1

During any period of interest, Dq is the number of items processed. (If we are examining how
the metric improves from the time the 36th item is made until the 39th item is made, then
Dq  3:)
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Next we must estimate DN, or how much the metric changed during that interval.
But this is simply the outcome of the improvement eort. For instance, if the experiment cut
the cost to produce an item by $2, then DN  2: (And similarly for other metrics such as yield,
cycle-time and so on.)
With that done, E(q ) is then known. The improvement eorts that produce a high E(q )
would be implemented and also applied more widely to other applications and areas.
In actual practice, suppose that during dierent intervals of time a ®rm attempts various
techniques in order to obtain improvements, such as SPC, moving the machine, improving
maintenance, training. Then for any speci®c technique attempted, calculating its E(q )
determines its ability to reduce the metric. That information lets us identify which improvement
techniques are more powerful and therefore should be implemented.

8. Power law
But, what about the power law, Eq. (1.1)? How can that be derived from the LCDE? For a
parameter, k > 0, and coecient K, let
E q   KN q k

8:1

Eq. (8.1) represents how management changes its level of eort (eectiveness) as improvement
is accomplished. In particular, N(q ), being the non-valued added work, decreases as
improvements are being made. The parameter k > 0 re¯ects that the eectiveness of
management then decreases also. That typically occurs because after the large initial
improvements are obtained and the improvements start to get smaller, management's attention
generally begins to shift to other projects. Eq. (8.1) thus models the common phenomenon that
management decreases its attention and eort over time as the severity of the problems
diminish.
Plugging Eq. (8.1) into the LCDE Eq. (6.2) we obtain
ÿ

dN
 ÿKc N q  k1 :
dq

8:2

For k > 0, the solution is a power law, which, as in Eq. (1.1), is the classical form of
production learning.
N q   N 1 q ÿp

q>1

8:3

The methodology of this paper thus reproduces the traditional power law of learning. The
LCDE can also generate the other forms of the learning curve (see Zangwill and Kantor,
1998). The LCDE thus yields the traditional forms of the learning curve, but is more general.
By varying the terms of the LCDE, almost any type of industrial learning can be tracked. But,
of course, the LCDE goes much farther since also it helps identity how to accelerate the
learning.
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9. Overview of approach
This paper attempts to reorient the viewpoint and application of the learning curve.
Conceptually, the dierence (dierential) equation and the learning cycle are symbiotic. The
learning cycle is an experiment that evaluates if a given improvement eort actually produces
an improvement. The dierence equation then incorporates the result of the experiment into
the mathematical framework of the learning curve. For instance, suppose in a given learning
cycle that a speci®c improvement technique works and decreases cost. Then the amount of that
improvement will show up as the value of the dierence equation for that period.
In this way we quickly identify the improvement and can employ the successful technique in
other similar contexts forthwith. By applying this approach consistently, we should be able to
identify many techniques and approaches that help, deploy them on a wider scale, and thereby
lift the overall rate of learning.5
The traditional learning curve cannot accomplish this since it lacks a dierence equation.
Because of that, it cannot identify which techniques are working and which are not working,
period-by-period.6 This inability to easily detect whether an approach helps or not severely
impedes its ability to enhance and accelerate the learning. Indeed, this explains why, as
mentioned above, the traditional learning curve has been used for prediction instead of for
accelerating the learning.
Moreover, summing the dierence equation (integrating the dierential equation) produces
the learning curve as a whole. Thus, the approach in this paper generates the traditional curve
as well. The micro approach thereby simultaneously provides the macro.
10. Problems revisited and resolved
This paper's approach also resolves many of the problems posed previously, as follows:
Resolution of problem 1 Ð forecasting versus learning: When the dierence equation is used
with learning cycles, we obtain a means to identify which improvement techniques are
successful. Since we can do this each and every learning cycle, we can employ the
information gained immediately to boost the rate of improvement. The approach of this
paper thus helps change the role of the learning curve from prediction to that of accelerating
the learning.
Resolution of problem 2 Ð empirical basis: The foundation of the curve is no longer purely
empirical. The dierential/dierence Eqs. (6.2) and (6.3) provide a conceptual framework.
Moreover, both the eciency of management term, E(q ), and the non-value added term,
N(q ), can be further broken down into their underlying components. That enables them to
be examined at greater depth. It also permits the theory to be extended because the more we
understand the factors that comprise E(q ) and N(q ), the more we can extend the theory.

5

See Lapre et al. (1998) who discuss how and when an improvement technique is found to help one process, it is
spread to other processes throughout the ®rm.
6
Recall as mentioned above, most improvement techniques do not help.
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Resolution of problem 3 Ð after the fact observation: Traditional approaches analyze data
over an entire production run, which might take years, so results are after the fact and too
late. This paper's approach employs the learning cycle or period as the unit of analysis. This
permits the examination of individual incidents as they occur and enables improvements to
be made right away. This increases the rate of learning in the midst of production,
something that is very important in today's highly competitive environment.
Resolution of problem 4 Ð statistical jumble: To reduce the statistical error, discussed above,
the approach herein looks only at the costs (or other metric) changed. This becomes possible
using the conceptualization of this paper because examination of changes ®ts the dierence
equation framework. (The dierence is the change.) The approach of examining changes is
almost impossible under the traditional framework because it considers a long period of
time. Over a long period of time costs change for a variety of reasons, making it dicult to
isolate what is happening.
Resolution of problem 5 Ð overestimation of improvements: As noted, many, if not most,
improvement eorts fail. In the traditional framework, a failed improvement is dicult to
discern because such a long period of time is examined that individual improvement eorts
get lost in the statistical noise. Using learning cycles, however, such failures can generally be
determined quickly, virtually as they occur.

11. Conclusions
By building on an earlier paper (Zangwill and Kantor, 1998), this paper attempts to
articulate a conceptual framework for the learning curve. Previously the curve was employed
almost exclusively for prediction and was a ``forecasting'' curve. The approach of this paper,
by employing the learning cycle concept, provides information on which improvement eorts
fail and which succeed. Since this is done on a cycle-by-cycle or period-by-period basis, we can
employ that information at once to enhance the tempo of learning. And this can be done while
production takes place so that learning improvement becomes dynamic. In this way, the curve
can begin to live up to its name.
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